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earth to the heavens.”3  And it is the site of lasting struggle against the 
construction of the massive Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) atop its sacred 
summit.  But the battle on the mountain is about much more than a single 
telescope.  It shines a bright light on the “contested meanings of land, 
scientific progress, and meaningful ‘consultation’ with Indigenous 
communities.”4  And it is emblematic of the longstanding damage of U.S. 
colonization and unrealized reparative justice for Kānaka Maoli. 

After years of protest, contested case hearings, and appeals, a split 
Hawaiʻi Supreme Court in !2<)2& "/2& ##5 allowed the telescope’s 
construction to proceed.  In so doing, the court upheld the state Board of Land 
and Natural Resources’ conclusion that no Native Hawaiian traditional and 
customary rights were exercised in the relevant area.6  Hawaiʻi’s agencies are 
constitutionally mandated to protect Native Hawaiian rights “customarily 
and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural and religious purposes.”7  
This obligation is part of the edifice of Hawai
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pragmatic framework provides “starting points of inquiry for engaging 
diverse stakeholders and interested observers in a dynamic process aimed at 
fostering the kind of reparative justice that heals—both in launching 
initiatives and in later recalibrating them with an eye on comprehensive and 
enduring *(.-2>& :/2>-)9& +:,(<9:& O<*+-./.”17  In doing so, the framework 
“strategically aim[s] for a converging [of] interests that is attentive to words, 
actions and realpolitik influences”18 so that the participants work to both heal 
the wounds of communities and repair the damage to society reflected in 
persisting ill-will, social divisions, and dampened productivity. 

6/2>-)9& +:/& E/,*-*+-)9& L(<)0*& centers on the South Korea Jeju 4.3 
Tragedy—the “peacetime” military destruction of Jeju islander lives and 
villages—and the United States’ pivotal role in underlying events and its 
ongoing obligation to engage in social healing.  The book’s central theory, 
though, is far-reaching and illuminating, laying the foundation for 
guiding 
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“speaks less to surface exchanges like individual monetary payments and 
more to promoting social structural repair for individuals and communities” 
and economic capacity-
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III. A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF !AUNA "EA ## 

The looming construction of the TMT in the conservation district50 of 
Maunakea galvanized a generation of Native Hawaiian activists who decried 
the mountain’s continued desecration.51  For Kānaka Maoli, Mauna a Wākea 
is the mountain-child of Earth Mother, Papahānaumoku, and Sky Father, 
Wākea, and an elder sibling of Hāloa, the ancestor of the Native Hawaiian 
people.52  Maunakea is “considered the piko (umbilicus; convergence)” of 
Hawaiʻi Island, where connections to ancestors and spiritual beings are 
made.53  Its sacred summit area is known as Wao Akua, or “realm of the 
gods,”54 where ancestral deities take various water forms.  For Native 
Hawaiians, the prolonged desecration of the area harms these spiritual and 
genealogical relationships. 

The controversy over the TMT—a $1.4 billion, eighteen-story, five-acre 
observatory55—must also be understood in the context of the long history of 
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known as the Public Land Trust.59  As Maoli legal scholars D. Kapuaʻala 
Sproat and MJ Palau MacDonald underscore, the Public Land Trust has 
reparative justice underpinnings and “is meant to be the foundation of 
reconciliation efforts between the State of Hawaiʻi and Native Hawaiians.”60  
Maunakea is part of this “‘public land trust’ corpus.”61 

The lands at issue on Maunakea are also public trust resources—“held 
in trust . . . for the benefit of the people.”62  As part of the 1978 constitutional 
convention, Hawaiʻi established a comprehensive legal regime for the public 
trust grounded in Native Hawaiian precepts and in part to further reparative 
justice goals.63  Hawaiʻi’s comprehensive public trust legal regime requires 
the state and counties to protect natural resources for “the benefit of present 
and future generations,”65 and “imposes duties of actively caring for a 
resource to preserve the health of our natural world.”66  Traditional and 
customary Native Hawaiian rights are specifically protected as a public trust 
purpose.67 

But, for fifty years, the state and University of Hawaiʻi mismanaged the 
Mauna Kea Science Reserve area.68  The Hawaiian community’s lingering 
pain and mistrust of state institutions are palpable.69  Thus, in many ways, 
this long-standing struggle over Maunakea embodies the lack of repair of 
historical wounds to Native Hawaiians.  It is in this context that the Hawaiʻi 
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$%& '()*+,-.+/0&#)+/,1,/+2+-()*&(3&42+-5/&6272--2)&8-9:+*&

In !2<)2& "/2& ##, the court determined that the Board of Land and 
Natural Resources (BLNR) discharged its constitutional duty to carefully 
consider the project’s impacts on Native Hawaiian practices and upheld the 
BLNR’s finding of “no evidence” of Native Hawaiian cultural resources or 
traditional or customary practices exercised in the relevant area.71  In doing 
so, the BLNR and court failed to fully “acknowledge[] the particulars and 
context of the injustice.”72  For Yamamoto, “recognition” requires 
participants in a social healing endeavor to acknowledge “the historical roots 
of present-day grievances and the localized context of specific conflicts.”73  
Otherwise, he contends, “social healing efforts can be undermined from the 
start because of misunderstandings about the na
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protect Maunakea’s natural resources,90 the court declared “only in very 
general terms that [it] fulfil[led] the requirement of conservation and resource 
protection.”91  Instead of describing the grave impacts of well-documented 
state mismanagement of the area, the court proclaimed that TMT’s use of the 
land would result in a “substantial community benefits package.”92  That 
“package” would include a “commitment to provide $1 million annually for 
this program” and 
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rather than returning or protecting lands “vastly heightens the sense of 
injustice—partly because of the government’s lack of cultural understanding 
of the land’s significance and partly because of other long-standing 
unresolved grievances.”99  Indeed, a Native group’s “historically rooted 
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existing and poorly-managed observatories on Maunakea.”112  The activists’ 
reframing of “stock stories” about Maunakea, and Native Hawaiians’ 
relationship to it, sparked the movement support on an international scale.113 

Others described Native Hawaiian activists on the mountain as “law-
makers” (rather than “law-breakers”) who are shifting the legal landscape 
toward justice.114  The Native Hawaiian community’s law-making may 
indeed result over time in a restructuring of the institutions and relationships 
that contribute to meaningful social healing.  Indeed, “Kānaka Maoli and 
settler allies [are working] together to unmake relations of settler colonialism 
and imperialism, protecting Indigenous relationships between human and 
nonhumans through direct action and compassionate engagement with 
settler-state law enforcement.”115  But the state—including its agencies and 
courts—also needs to take responsibility for meaningful reconstruction and 
reparation to dismantle lasting “oppressive systemic structures”116 
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Briefly assessing the Hawaiʻi Supreme Court’s decision through this lens 
suggests that complete recognition and responsibility, meaningful 
reconstruction, and comprehensive reparation that genuinely heals Native 
Hawaiian communities are still works in progress.  Of course, one court 
decision alone will not restructure institutions and relationships in ways that 


